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Now you can subscribe to our quarterly 

magazine LeaderShip online at 

www.angloeasternunivan.com

Simply go to the newsletter section on the  

home page and you can subscribe to the latest 

news and articles from Anglo-Eastern Univan 

Group and also access the e-magazine version 

of  LeaderShip. 

Once you have subscribed, you will receive  

all of  the updates from Anglo-Eastern Univan 

Group throughout the year on your computer, 

tablet and mobile phone. 

E-magazine 
notification & 
subscriptions

We welcome your suggestions for

LeaderShip  
Please email us at leadership@angloeastern.com
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But that’s why size in our business matters. 

We do have that flexibility to offer to 

shipowners, we can handle ships changing 

hands. And we have flexibility to offer to you, 

our crew, by maintaining employment and 

training irrespective of  these fleet changes.

Support during challenges

So far a brave face. The reality behind it is 

challenging though. No day in the office is 

without a new surprise, inevitably resulting in 

resources in the wrong fleets and locations, 

seafarers being sent home to be re-

assigned to other ships, and a lot of  work for 

our supporting and back office staff.

I just thought this to be the right moment 

and place to thank everybody in the Anglo-

Eastern Univan family, at shore and at sea, 

for supporting us and helping us through all 

these transitions.

Being adept at dealing with market surprises 

is certainly part of  the heart and soul of  

the group to which the tail end of  a merger 

integration has been added. Nevertheless, 

let us hope some stability returns to our 

markets: it is nice to be challenged, but at 

times also nice to be able to sit down and 

plan. I did not use the word “relax” though...

Peter Cremers

Executive Chairman  
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The contrast between us taking a long term view 
on our business and the day to day reality of a very 
dynamic market leading to a high turnover of ships 
has never been more tangible than during the last 
couple of months. 

dealing with  
market surprises

CHAIRmAn’S mESSAGECHAIRmAn’S mESSAGE

“ I just thought this to be the right 
moment and place to thank everybody in 
the Anglo-Eastern Univan family, at shore 
and at sea, for supporting us and helping us 
through all these transitions. 

”



and real choices in life and it is a proud 

profession, mostly occupied by people 

made of  the right stuff! 

So join me in rejecting the victimization of  

seafarers. We are a winning organization, 

full of  passionate people who make a real 

difference in upholding some of  the highest 

standards in our industry. Yes, no man is 

an island and we can’t do it alone but as 

a team, together, we can improve on the 

conditions of  work and life onboard and we 

don’t need the world’s pity to cope with the 

required adjustments. We are very capable 

and we fulfil a role that is both important and 

for the special few.

Bjorn Hojgaard

CEO
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It seems to be fashionable these days 

to portray seafaring as a substandard 

profession; a career only for people without 

choice and a life full of  hardship, dangers, 

poor working conditions and reliance on the 

pity of  the world to make ends meet and 

to avoid exploitation - or worse fates. There 

are 1.5 million seafarers in the world and 

on the fringe there may be the occasional 

“loser and victim” out there. But painting the 

industry in a bad light due to marginalized 

cases in second-rate companies and ships is 

a disservice to the people of  Anglo-Eastern 

Univan who have a lot to be proud of!

Every person counts

Yes, seafaring is not for the faint-hearted and 

the job really does entail long periods away 

from home, with the sacrifices and pains that 

come with that. It can also on the margin be 

a dramatic, headline-attracting experience 

but for the vast majority it is a job, different 

from other professions and often a vocation,  

but a job nevertheless. It is a chance to work 

in a complex environment in an exciting 

industry that is central to global commerce. 

Onboard a ship every person counts and the 

variability of  the days make life aboard no 

dull matter. Wages on the whole are decent 

and onboard a ship as an independent, 

decision-making unit as part of  a large 

supply-chain the ability of  seafarers to 

take control or influence one’s own work is 

unrivalled. It’s a free life, where the periods 

of  hard work and confinement are rewarded 

with extended time off  after a tour of  duty 

and financial freedom to pursue dreams that 

may otherwise not have been possible.

Not everything is what it should be, but 

show me the job that is without some regrets 

or grievance, be it onboard a ship or in a 

shore position? Such a job is rare indeed 

and often down more to the attitudes of  

the job-holder than to the role itself. And in 

the management of  ships we have a large 

degree of  autonomy in how we address 

the shortcomings – the solutions are often 

available for ourselves to put in place, again 

in contrast to more mainstream professions 

toiling in an office, a workshop or a factory 

In recent years I have seen an increasing amount of pity on the 
seafaring profession, in the media and by various organisations.  
I take issue with that. And you should, too.

don’t pity the seafarer

CEo’S mESSAGE

for years on end, often with thousands of  

colleagues as an anonymous cog in a big 

machine. Some seafarers will lambast the 

change in the scope of  work over the years 

but change is a constant in any industry, 

and a key trait in the character of  real 

professionals is adaptability to change.

Ingenuity and teamwork

To me, seafarers are people who can think 

on their feet. They are independent, creative 

individuals with a host of  skills that cover 

a very wide range of  life and work. They 

persevere where others give up. With a 

strong foundation in technical and scientific 

knowledge, seafarers are able to cope with a 

plethora of  issues that ashore would require 

specialists of  all sorts but which at sea are 

managed with ingenuity and teamwork. Most 

importantly, seafarers play an indispensable 

part in transportation between continents 

in an industry without which half  the world 

would die of  hunger and the other half  

would freeze to death! I am a seafarer and I 

am proud of  it. 

I therefore don’t need people – in particular 

people who have not been to sea 

themselves – to stereotype our industry 

with well-intentioned but misguided notions 

of  how sad the life of  a seafarer is. It is 

a job that can lead to shore-based roles 

for some but it is also a job that in its own 

right is rewarding and exciting, for the right 

kind of  person. It is a job chosen out of  

free will by individuals who have options 
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TECHnoLoGy

“The new mAn b&W G-type engines 
will enable tankers and bulk carriers to 
operate at even lower speeds and more fully 
exploit fuel saving potential. 

”
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mAn b&W  
G-Type engines

Green Ultra-Long stroke engines
Tanker and bulkers have traditionally used mAn b&W 
S-type engines with their super long stroke and low 
engine RPm as prime movers, while larger container 
vessels  have tended to use the K-type engines with their 
higher engine RPm. In recent years, larger container 
vessels have also been specified with S-type engines 
because of the opportunity they offer to employ larger 
propeller diameters. Using the latest aft-full designs that 
allow the use of larger and more efficient propellers, the 
new mAn b&W G-type engines will enable tankers and 
bulk carriers to operate at even lower speeds and more 
fully exploit fuel saving potential.
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TECHnoLoGy

Advantages of the mAn b&W 
G-type engines

Compared to the current mainstream S-type, 

the green ultra-long stroke G-type engine 

delivers lower engine RPM, enabling vessels 

to be fitted with larger and more efficient 

propellers, facilitating ship designs with 

unprecedented high efficiency.  

The G-type engine has a design that follows 

the principles of  the large bore (S-type) 

MK-9 engine series introduced in 2006. With 

a stern section suitably designed for the 

larger propeller, the G-type engine delivers 

power with significant fuel consumption 

saving of  approximately 4% to 7% with 

similar CO2 reductions. In addition, the 

engine can achieve a higher thermal 

efficiency using the latest engine process 

parameters and design features. CO2 

emission reductions can achieve up to 

approximately 7% as part of  a propulsion 

package.  

The G-type engine is equipped with the 

latest MAN B&W technologies including 

auto-tuning, EGB, Alpha or Hans Jensen 

Lubricators and fully integrated electronic 

controls.

320,000 dwt vLCC increased propeller diameter 
G80mE-C9.2

Layout diagrams of the new Green series 
of G-mE engines compared with existing 
super long stroke S-mE engines
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major new design concepts

The G80ME-C9.2/9.5 engine type is 

designed with a 3 x CPR (controlled 

pressure relief) piston ring pack. The 

purpose of  the CPR ring pack is to reduce 

the amount of  gas leaking through the piston 

ring pack, and also reduces the exposure 

of  the cylinder liner to the combustion 

gases. Furthermore, the ring pack ensures 

that fewer deposits enter the ring lands 

and grooves, thereby maintaining a good 

cylinder condition. Cooling oil nozzles are 

also fitted to the high land piston crown.

To protect the cylinder liner from cold 

corrosion, a LDCL (Load Dependent 

Cylinder Liner) Cooling Fresh Water System 

is also installed.

MDT has changed the recommendation 

for JCW flow direction for engines with the 

LDCL system. JCW flow of  the pre-heater 

is changed from “K” -> “L” to “L” -> “K”, in 

case of  engine cold condition.
“The G-type 
engine delivers 
power with 
significant fuel 
consumption 
saving of 
approximately  
4% to 7% with 
similar Co2 
reductions. 

”
CPR piston ring pack



        

“i dedicate this award to our  
27,000 seafarers working on board  
our ships. it is their hard work that  
has made us what we are today”

”
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AWARd
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The award was presented to Capt. Pradeep 

Chawla by the International Maritime 

Organisation (IMO) Secretary General  

Mr. Kitack Lim at a ceremony in Manila.

“I dedicate this award to our 27,000 

seafarers working on board our ships. It 

is their hard work that has made us what 

we are today” said Capt. Chawla in his 

acceptance speech.

During the event, Capt. Chawla also 

unveiled our Philippines cookbook, which 

is an initiative for promoting healthy eating 

habits on board. The book contains favourite 

recipes from our Filipino seafarers, along 

with calorie intake and general guidelines for 

healthy eating.

Seven companies who have provided 

exceptional services for the welfare and 

wellbeing of  seafarers were recognised 

at the high-level event which attracted 

the world’s leading seafarer welfare 

organisations and companies.

The judges for “Shipping Company of  the 

Year” category were Masamichi Morooka, 

Chairman of  ICS; Helen Sampson, Director 

of  Seafarers’ International Research Centre, 

Cardiff  University; and Jacqueline Smith, 

Maritime Co-ordinator, ITF.

on 24th June, Anglo-Eastern Univan Group was presented the 
award for “Shipping Company of the year” at the International 
Seafarers’ Welfare Awards 2016, organised by iSWan 
(International Seafarers’ Welfare and Assistance network).

ISWAn Award 2016

Shipping Company 
of the year

“i dedicate this award to our 27,000 
seafarers working on board our ships. it is 
their hard work that has made us what we 
are today”

From left to right: mr. Rob Austin, director of Client management at Garrets 
International; dr. Suresh Idnani, Trustee of ISWAn; Capt. Pradeep Chawla;  
and mr. Kitack Lim, Secretary-General of the Imo.



TRAInInG
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Anglo-Eastern’s in-house training centre in odessa was 
established in September 2009. before this, trainers used 
partners’ facilities to conduct training.

Anglo-Eastern maritime  
Training Centre odessa 

meeting expectations 
and demands

“the main strength of 
aEMtC odessa compared 

with numerous training 
centres operating in Ukraine 

is the fact that our training 
staff consists of highly 

experienced Masters, Chief 
Engineers and Electrical 

officers with proven track 
records in the company.

”
 

 

From the beginning, one of  the primary 

tasks for Anglo-Eastern Ukraine Office was 

training Ukrainian seamen who were joining 

the Anglo-Eastern team.

Since October 2013, AEMTC Odessa has 

expanded considerably due to the quantity 

growth of  Ukrainian seafarer in the AESM 

fleet and the increasing demands of  the 

marine industry for seafarers’ training. 

Now AEMTC Odessa occupies three floors 

in a modern office building.

AEMTC Odessa provides beyond the ranges 

of  traditional in-house courses at other Anglo-

Eastern training centres. Courses for the 

offshore industry and customised modules for 

specialised fleets are also offered.

Unique for Ukraine

Some of  the courses offered have been 

granted approvals directly by the Ukrainian 

Marine Administration. These include ECDIS, 

Bridge Resource Management and Engine 

Resource Management, to name a few. 

The configuration of  the simulators are also 

unique for Ukraine.

The main strength of  AEMTC Odessa 

compared with numerous training centres 

operating in Ukraine is the fact that our 

training staff  consists of  highly experienced 

Masters, Chief  Engineers and Electrical 

Officers with proven track records in the 

company.

High quality training 

Our trainers have regular opportunities 

to visit vessels. Comprehensive data of  

all events are also provided to them from 

our entire fleet. This allows our trainers to 

provide their courses’ participants with 

updated real time information regarding 

practical aspects of  application of  

knowledge that they have learnt during 

training. 

AEMTC Odessa fulfils the training needs 

for more than 1,600 Anglo-Eastern active 

seafarers recruited in Ukraine and around 

800 seafarers recruited by Anglo-Eastern’s 

office in Riga.

Safety at sea cannot be achieved by one 

company alone, but is a task to be executed 

by the entire marine community. This is why 

AEMTC Odessa also provides training to 

seafarers outside of  the Anglo-Eastern team. 

Our partners who are looking for standards 

beyond their certificates are more willingly 

sending their seamen to our training centre 

for the high quality training.
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“I always wanted a career that would 
be challenging and rewarding. I took 
great interest in marine engineering 
and decided to attend Jimei marine 
Engineering Institute. After graduation, 
I started my life at sea. I have now sailed 
for over eighteen years.”

Chief Engineer of M.V. Darya Uma  
mr. yu Xiong Wen

“Knowing our hard work has 
paid off is the best feeling.

”
 
 

Mr. yu Xiong Wen

CREW

One of  the challenging moments Mr. Yu recalls is finding 

the navigation light system out of  order. Without an 

electrician on board and a pilot about to board, Mr. Yu had 

to find a solution or the ship would not be able to sail. “I 

remember my heart beating very fast because if  I couldn’t 

fix the problem, it would cause the vessel to delay” said 

Mr. Yu. Fortunately, Chief  Engineer Yu and his team 

managed to tackle the problem quickly and their voyage 

was not disrupted.

After all these years at sea, Chief  Engineer Yu finds 

working on board very rewarding. Every time the vessel 

passes an inspection, he finds it most satisfying. “Knowing 

our hard work has paid off  is the best feeling” he said.

Chief  Engineer Yu enjoys berthing at European ports. 

Every now and then he gets to take some time on land, 

which he likes to spend going around tasting the local 

cuisine which is very different from home.
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“I started my life at sea about eighteen years ago. At the 
beginning, I decided to pursue a career working on ships only 
because incomes for jobs on ships were higher than on shore. but 
as the years go by, my interest became much greater than only 
focusing on the income. After nearly two decades, I don’t think I 
would enjoy working away from the ships.”

bosun of M.V. Darya Uma  
mr. Wu Jin Xi

“i find working on board 
very rewarding as i can  
stay with my family for 

three to four months after 
each rotation.

”
 
 

Mr. Wu Jin Xi

Being very close to his family, Mr Wu finds 

working on board very rewarding as he can 

stay with his family for three to four months 

after each rotation. Each time he goes home, 

he sees what his hard work has bought to his 

family.

Mr. Wu enjoys working on bulk carriers, as 

they travel to many different ports. But his 

favourite port is Xing Hua Wan. Every time he 

berths at Xing Hua Wan, he can take small 

trips home to see his family as they live very 

close to the port.

In his spare time on board, Mr. Wu likes to 

watch TV shows and movies with his fellow 

crew members. 
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TECHnoLoGy

First  
“Scrubber Ready”  
vessel  
M.t. oriental Jubilee

There are different levels of  scrubber 

readiness, with the minimum of  space 

availability and future installation meeting 

both class and statutory requirements. As 

sulphur oxide emissions regulations become 

stricter, this new class notation can place 

shipowners a step ahead of  incoming 

emissions regulations when ordering a 

newbuilding.

M.T. Oriental Jubilee is the first vessel to be 

awarded the DNV GL “Scrubber Ready” 

notation. She has been prepared for the 

installation of  a hybrid scrubber system 

based on existing designs and technologies. 

This unit can also be connected with multiple 

exhaust gas inlets from the ship’s main 

engine, three diesel engines and the boiler.

The “Scrubber Ready” class notation created by dnv GL helps 
newbuildings prepare for the installation of scrubber retrofit 
at a later stage.
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“this new class notation can place 
shipowners a step ahead of incoming emissions 
regulations when ordering a newbuilding

”
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nEW SHIPS

Ship management

new ships  
joining the fleet 

M.t. Shaamit,  
M.t. Sansovino,  

M.t. Sinndar and  
M.t. Sunstar  

are 54,500 DWT LPG Carriers owned  

by Petredec Ltd. The sister ships  

were built in 2016 at Hyundai Heavy 

Industries Co Ltd, Korea.

M.T. Shaamit came under the able 

command of  Capt. Bipin Kumar and 

C/E Jenyfred Albert on 22nd April. 

M.T. Sansovino came under the able 

command of  Capt. Oleksandr Lyubenko 

and C/E Ajit Ravindra Menon on 27th 

May followed shortly by M.T. Sinndar 

on 31st May under the command of  

Capt. Stephen Shaw and C/E Jenyfred 

Albert. M.T. Sunstar came under the able 

command of  Capt. Vivek Dayal and C/E 

Ravi Bhagat Singh Ujlan.

M.V. Palena is a 2006 

built 6,539 TEU containership 

owned by Hapag-Lloyd. 

She came under the able 

command of  Capt. Farhan 

Hussain Madre and C/E Nilupul 

Buddhika Thilakasiri Dimengu 

Rudrigu K on 2nd June.

M.V. Chacabuco 

and M.V. Mehuin are 

other Hapag-Lloyd owned 

containerships that came into 

management during the month 

of  June.



M.V. amadeus, a 81,676 DWT Bulk 

Carrier, joined the Hong Kong fleet under the 

able command of  Capt. Mukesh Kumar Ahuja 

and C/E Bakhshiesh Singh Ahuja on 8th June.

M.V. Mineral Yarden is a 180,560 DWT Bulk Carrier owned 

by Bocimar. On 24th May, she came under the able command of  

Capt. Yuriy Viktor Ivanov and C/E Gennadiy Valeriy Kyrf.

M.t. San Jacinto 

is a 158,757 DWT Crude 

Oil Tanker built in 2016 

owned by Diamond 

S Management. She 

came under the able 

command of  Capt. Shriram 

Narayanan and C/E 

Gautam on 22nd June.

M.V. Federal Churchill is a 35,000 

DWT Bulk Carrier owned by Fednav Limited. 

On 25th May, she set sail on her maiden 

voyage from Oshima Shipbuilding Co 

Ltd, Japan under the able command of  

Capt. Manuel Lawrence Pinto and C/E Jojy 

Puthuppally Mattam Philip.

17
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nEW SHIPS

M.V. nYK iBiS

Largest container ship  
under AEUG management
 M.V. nYK iBiS was built in 2016 at Japan marine United Corp.  

At 14,000 TEU, she is currently the largest container vessel under 
AEUG management. She came under the able command of  
Capt. malvinder Singh and C/E Eric Castelino on 23rd may.
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The Last Sail
By Capt. Debasish Dutta

“With her spread arms and sail up her mast, 

Roaring and raging through the seas for twenty years, a vast! 

Here she goes riding her way in the ocean for eternity, 

never will she ever ride the waves and the seas, with so much integrity! 

She dared so many swells while pitching, rolling and swaying, 

“oh, what a beauty you were”, it goes without saying!

She was my land, my mother, my everything that I must know, 

She kept me alive and many sailors alike, in storm and snow! 

Today I am pained to realise you will leave us, in days a few, 

And I still question myself - “bidding you a final adieu ... is that true?” 

With so much to say and more in my heart, I pen down this mail, 

         dedicated to Federal St. Laurent and her last sail, “The last sail”.

”

After 20 years of  service, M.V. Federal St. 

Laurent made her last sail in June 2016.  

She joined the Fednav fleet and has 

been managed by AESM since her 

delivery on 3rd April 1996 . From the 

first to the last day, she had been kept 

in excellent condition by a succession 

of  loyal seafarers. She is now being 

decommissioned by way of  green, 

environmentally friendly recycling.

Capt. Debasish Dutta, the last captain in 

charge of  the M.V. Federal St. Laurent has 

written a poem dedicated to this fine lady 

of  the sea.

M.V. nYK iBiS

Largest container ship  
under AEUG management

The last sail 

M.V. Federal  
St. Laurent
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Seafarers’ day in   
Iloilo, Philippines

The day started with Eucharistic Mass and 

Rites for Deceased Seafarers at San Jose 

Church, Iloilo City. At 9:00am, the motorcade 

set off  from San Jose Church to SM City, 

Mandurriao. AEUG seafarers provided seven 

vehicles for the motorcade.

In the afternoon, IMO hosted a Standards 

of  Training, Certification and Watchkeeping 

for Seafarers (STCW) Update. During the 

program, guest speaker Chief  Engineer 

Alfredo G. Haboc, Deputy Administrator 

for Regional Concerns Maritime Industry 

Authority, presented many updates on the 

STCW Convention. Topics included were 

implementation of  STCW 2010 Amendments, 

status and initiative of  STCWO, and 

Compliance to EMSA Audit.

Seafarers’ night dinner

Following the STCW Updates, seafarers 

and their families were invited to join the 

“Seafarers’ Night Dinner” at the La Fiesta 

Hotel. Many activities were arranged during 

the dinner. AEUG seafarers participated in 

the “Dance Challenge”, which they enjoyed 

greatly. The night ended with AEUG’s Chief  

Engineer Ramil E. Gancero and his wife Mrs. 

Rosena A. Gancero winning the raffle prize.

on 25th June 2016, Anglo-Eastern Univan Group seafarers 
and their families attended a range of activities to celebrate 
Seafarers’ day.
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SEAFARERS’ dAy
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Rescue operation of S.Y. Platino
With the help of  the New Zealand Airforce 

aircraft Orion, the vessel was able to safely 

locate S.Y. Platino. The initial attempt of  

evacuation was unsuccessful due to the 

rough sea conditions. After waiting for the 

wind to die down and discussing a second 

plan, they made a second attempt of  

evacuation. By the afternoon of  the 14th 

June, all three survivors safely boarded the 

M.V. Southern Lily. Unfortunately with the 

rough weather conditions, they had to leave 

behind the deceased member on board the 

yacht. 

All three survivors were welcomed on 

board with food and a place to rest and 

recover. They were extremely happy and 

grateful of  the ship’s crew for the successful 

rescue operation. With the rescue operation 

completed, the M.V. Southern Lily continued 

on her way to Auckland where the survivors 

also disembarked.

M.V. Southern Lily was on her voyage 
from Pago Pago to Auckland under the 
command of Capt. Shashi Prakash, when 
she received a message from the Rescue 
Coordination Centre new Zealand 
(RCCnZ) of a damaged yacht in distress. 
At 10pm on 13th June, M.V. Southern 
Lily received confirmation to deviate for 
the rescue operation of the distressed 
vessel S.Y. Platino.

 

“By the afternoon of the 14th June,  
all three survivors safely boarded  

the M.V. Southern Lily. 

”
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SoCCER SIXES

Pacific Basin  
Soccer Sixes 2016

The “Pacific Basin Soccer 
Sixes” organized by the young 
Professionals in Shipping 
network (yPSn) is one of the 
most popular and prestigious 
soccer tournaments in Hong 
Kong, which was played on 3rd 
June 2016. 

There were 16 teams participating in the 

event, from Hong Kong’s shipping industry; 

AESM, NEPA, Caravel Group, BSM, ICSHK, 

Mo Man Tai, SHL, Wah Kwong, Spartak P&I, 

RPC, Have Fun Warriors, The Ince & Co 

Football Team, Wallem United, HUD Steelers, 

and PB Dragons.

AESM was represented by Vikrant Malhotra, 

Rohit Kulkarni, Bopanna Mandana, Abhijit 

Ghosh, Brian Wan, Fazle Rabby, Jasbir 

Chhina, Steven Wu, Joe Fu, Eddie Chan. 

AESM defeated Wallem United to enter the 

finals of  the Plate Division.

The “Plate Final” was against Ince & Co., 

which was a tough battle between two 

defensively strong teams, which resulted in 

no goals being scored in the playing time. 

The game had to be settled by penalties, 

and unfortunately AESM lost by 3 – 2. AESM 

came 1st runner-up for the first time, and 

going forward this team can aim for higher 

laurels in this tournament.

 



In September 2012 George Whitfield began 

his cadetship with Anglo Eastern UK Ltd 

sponsored by DOF, on the Higher National 

Diploma route studying a 3-year training 

course at Warsash Maritime Academy. 

During his sea phases, George carried out 

his practical training on various offshore 

vessels accumulating over 12 months 

sea-time. During his sea phases the senior 

officers commented that George would 

make a fine officer. He has excellent safety 

awareness showing the core focus of  the 

Anglo-Eastern Univan Group. He was also 

selected to represent the Academy and 

the Merchant Navy at several prestigious 

events, including the National Festival of  

Remembrance at the Royal Albert Hall.

A memorable night

He recalls one of  his most memorable  

nights shortly after joining his first ship, 

M.V. Skandi Buchan (an offshore supply 

vessel). He wandered up to the bridge as he 

had difficulty sleeping at around midnight, 

while the vessel was almost a hundred miles 

northeast of  Aberdeen. He went out on to 

the bridge wing and looked at the stars for 

the first time at sea.

“I was immediately struck by sheer 

amazement at the vast number of  stars in 

the sky. I had never seen anything like it. 

I realised, one day I will learn to navigate 

using them. This sparked my later enjoyment 

of  and fascination with celestial navigation.” 
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deck Cadet of the year

“During his sea 
phases the senior 

officers had commented 
that George would make 

a fine officer. 

”
 

 

Anglo-Eastern UK Ltd deck 
cadet George Whitfield won 
the “deck Cadet of the year 
award” at Warsash maritime 
Academy Graduation 
Ceremony on 25th June 2016.

 

PEoPLE
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PHoTo ComPETITIon

Amver Award
Capt. Michael Wampler, US Coast Guard Liaison 

Officer to China, US Embassy, Beijing presenting the 

award to Mr. Marcel Liedts.

Anglo-Eastern Univan Group was awarded the 

Automated Mutual-Assistance Vessel Rescue System 

(AMVER) Award. Sponsored by the US Coast Guard, 

AMVER is a computer-based global ship reporting 

system for search and rescue.

outstanding  
Performance
Anglo-Eastern Ship Management Ltd. was awarded

the “Outstanding Performance in Port State Control 

Inspection Award” by the Hong Kong Marine 

Department.
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Photography 
Competition 
2016 

To celebrate AEUG reaching a milestone 

of  over 600 ships, the management has 

decided to organise a global photography 

competition for all seafarers and shore staff.

We are looking for a photograph that depicts 

the essence and spirit of  AEUG and our 

focus on safety and technical excellence. It 

is up to you to express what it means to be 

part of  the group in a creative way.

When taking images with digital cameras or 

smartphones remember to always set the 

camera to the highest possible file size and 

when forwarding images by email or text 

message send images in the full resolution. 

To enter the competition, 

simply send in your entries to

leadership@angloeastern.com 
with the subject prefix PC2016.

For more information, please contact 

leadership@angloeastern.com.

Univan Photography 
Competition 2015

Taken by  
mr. Abhinav S. Raj  
(onboard M.t. Shinyo 
Saowalak)

Anglo-Eastern  
40th Anniversary  
Photo Competition

Taken by  
Capt. Chen Shan Ling  
(onboard M.V. Rosco 
Sandlewood)
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Anglo-Eastern Univan Group

Hong Kong

23/F, 248 Queen’s Road East

Wanchai, Hong Kong

Tel: +852 2863 6111

Fax: +852 2861 2419 
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